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Abstract

Using intuitions from the temporal reason�
ing community	 we provide a generaliza�
tion of the PMA	 called the modi�ed PMA
�MPMA	 which permits the representation
of disjunctive updates and the use of integrity
constraints interpreted as causal constraints�
In addition	 we provide a number of syntactic
characterizations of the MPMA	 one of which
is constructed by mapping an MPMA update
of a knowledge base into a temporal narrative
in a simple temporal logic �STL� The result�
ing representation theorem provides a basis
for computing entailments of the MPMA and
could serve as a basis for further generaliza�
tion of the belief update approach for reason�
ing about action and change�

� Introduction

Recently	 much e�ort has been invested in applying
the belief revision�update �BR�U paradigm to the
domain of reasoning about action and change� In a
similar vein	 much e�ort has been invested in applying
temporal logics �TL to reasoning about action and
change� Unfortunately	 there have been few attempts
at trying to bridge the gap between the two paradigms
by analyzing one approach in terms of the evaluation
methodology of the other	 or by applying solutions
generated in one paradigm to similar open problems in
the other paradigm �although	 see ���	 ��	 �	 ��	 ����
We believe that there is much to be gained by a cross�
fertilization of the two paradigms and in this paper	
we will try to do just that�

We begin by noting that much of the recent research in
the temporal reasoning paradigm has focused on two
issues� � proper representation of non�deterministic

actions ���	 ��	 ���	 and � proper representation of the
indirect e�ects of actions	 where the use of causal or
�uent dependency constraint approaches has received
a great deal of attention ���	 ��	 ��	 ���� On the other
hand	 the BR�U approach applied to reasoning about
action and change	 does not appear to have reached
any satisfactory consensus on the proper approach to
disjunctive update and is continually plagued with an
inability to represent casual constraints in terms of
standard integrity constraints�

Beginning with the PMA	 we will apply techniques
from the TL paradigm resulting in a generalization of
the PMA	 called the modi�ed PMA �MPMA	 which
permits the representation of disjunctive update to�
gether with integrity constraints interpreted as causal
constraints� In addition	 we provide a number of syn�
tactic characterizations of MPMA with integrity con�
straints and show that a very simple temporal logic	
STL	 which is a fragment of a �st�order temporal
logic described in ��	 ��� with origins from the Fea�
tures and Fluents framework ����	 can be used to com�
pute entailments of the MPMA with integrity con�
straints� The representation theorem we provide opens
up the possibility of additional generalizations of the
BR�U paradigm applied to reasoning about action and
change�

Another interesting result of this work is the discov�
ery that several existing approaches to reasoning about
action and change ���	 ��	 ���	 su�er from a form of
syntactic sensitivity which we call the redundant atom

anomaly	 where if one is not careful about the syn�
tactic form of consequents to action or causal rules	
certain arguably unintuitive direct and indirect e�ects
of action invocation may result� In the paper	 we point
out the problem using MPMA	 and provide a remedy
which can also be applied to the temporal logics which
su�er from similar problems�

The generalization to the PMA can succinctly be de�



scribed as the relativization or weakening of the mini�
mal change policy to a subset of atoms in the language
rather than to all atoms� The technique is similar to
the use of varied predicates in circumscription or the
use of an occlusion	 release	 or noninert predicate in
the temporal logic paradigm� The proposed solution
to the use of integrity constraints is to view them as
causal constraints representing �uent dependency in�
formation as described in Gustafsson � Doherty ����	
where the technique was used to deal with the rami��
cation problem�

The paper is structured as follows� In Section �	 we
introduce the PMA and discuss some well known crit�
icisms associated with its use as a formalism for reason�
ing about action and change� In Section �	 we modify
the PMA	 by relativizing or weakening the minimal
change policy built into the de�nition of distance be�
tween interpretations� We discuss the redundant atom
anomaly and provide a means of automatically prepro�
cessing updates to remove redundancy and choose the
atoms to be excluded from the minimal change pol�
icy� A syntactic characterization of MPMA in terms of
eliminants is considered along with an analysis of the
MPMA in terms of the Katsuno and Mendelzon ����
postulates� In Section �	 we introduce the simple tem�
poral logic	 STL	 a fragment of a highly expressive
logic used to reason about temporal narratives� In Sec�
tion �	 we reformulate the MPMA in STL and provide
a representation theorem� A decision procedure for
MPMA in terms of STL is then provided� In Section �	
we extend the MPMA with integrity constraints rep�
resented as causal rules or dependency constraints�In
Section �	 we provide a comparison with related work
and in Section �	 conclude with a discussion�

Due to page limitations	 proofs are excluded	 but may
be found in Doherty et al� ���	 an extended version of
this paper which also includes an additional syntac�
tic characterization of the MPMA in terms of a Dijk�
stra semantics based approach together with a corre�
sponding decision procedure	 and additional compar�
isons with related work�

� The Classical PMA

We present the classical PMA semantics	 originally de�
veloped by Winslett ���	 ��	 ����

��� The Language Lpma

We start with a language Lpma of classical propo�
sitional logic based on a �nite �xed set ATM �
fp� q� r� � � �g of atoms� Formulas are built in the usual
way using the connectives ���������	 � �truth and

� �falsity� If � and � are formulas and p is an atom	
then we write ��p 	 �� to denote the formula which
is obtained from � by replacing all occurrences of p by
�� A literal is an atom or its negation�

��� Semantics

Interpretations are identi�ed with maximal consistent
sets of literals� For any formula �	 we write j � j to
denote the set of all models of �	 i�e� interpretations
satisfying �� A formula � is said to correspond to an
interpretation u i� j � j� u� To construct such a for�
mula	 it su�ces to take the conjunction of all literals
occurring in u� Similarly	 a formula � is said to cor�
respond to a �nite set of interpretations fu�� � � � � ung
if j � j� fu�� � � � � ung� To obtain such a formula	 it
su�ces to take the disjuncion �� � 
 
 
 � �n	 where	 for
each � � i � n	 �i is the formula corresponding to
ui� For instance	 the formula corresponding to the set
ffp��qg� fp� qgg is �p��q��p�q which is equivalent
to p�

De�nition � Let w	 v be two interpretations� The
distance between w and v	 written DIST �w� v	 is a
set of atoms that have di�erent truth�values in w and
u�

For instance	 the distance between w�fp� q� r��sg and
v � fq� s��p��rg is fp� r� sg�

De�nition � The update of an interpretation w by a

set of interpretations V 	 written w � V 	 is the set of
those elements of V that are closest to w	 i�e� whose
distance to w is minimal� More formally�

w � V � fv � V � there is no v� � V such

that DIST �w� v�  DIST �w� vg�

For instance	
if w � f�p��qg and V � ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg	
then w � V � ffp��qg� fq��pgg�

De�nition 	 The update of a set of interpretations U

by a set of interpretations V 	 written U � V 	 is given
by

U � V �
�
w�U

w � V�

In the classical PMA	 the update KB � � of a knowl�
edge base KB by a formula � is identi�ed with the
formula corresponding to the set of interpretations
jKB j � j� j �



��	 Examples

Example � Let ATM � fp� qg	 KB � p and � �
p � q� Then jKB j � j� j�

fp��qg � ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg� fp� qg �

ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg� fp��qg � fp� qg�

Thus KB �� is the formula �p��q� �p� q which is
equivalent to p�

Example � Let ATM � fp� qg	 KB � �p � �q and
� � p � q� Then jKB j � j� j�

f�p��qg � ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg�

ffp��qg� fq��pgg�

Thus KB � � is the formula �p � �q � ��p � q�

� The Modi�ed PMA

A number of researchers ����	 ���� have observed that
the classical PMA may lead to unintuitive results	 par�
ticularly when disjunctive update is involved� To see
this	 reconsider Example �� If all we know about the
world is p and the e�ect of an action performed is
p�q	 then the description of the new state of the world
should be p� q rather than p� If p was accepted as the
description of the new state	 then this would imply
that our knowledge about the current state makes an
unpredictable action predictable� Example � also illus�
trates an undesirable phenomenon� updating a knowl�
edge base by the inclusive or results in the exclusive
or� What these two examples have in common is the
fact that if an action e�ect follows from the database	
the action will have no e�ect� The culprit in both
cases is the fact that the PMA minimal change policy
should be relaxed somewhat	 but in a principled man�
ner� This is the insight gained from the TL community
and incorporated in current solutions to similar prob�
lems�

In order to incorporate a relaxed minimal change pol�
icy for the PMA	 we will change it in two ways� Firstly	
the distance between two interpretations will always be
relativized to a chosen set of atoms� Intuitively	 this
set represents atoms that are allowed to vary their val�
ues during the action execution� Secondly	 the update
of an interpretation w by a set of interpretations U
will be de�ned as those elements of U whose distance
to w is the empty set� We call this new form of the
PMA the modi�ed PMA and we denote it by MPMA�
The details follow��

�The motivation behind MPMA will become clear when

De�nition 
 Let w and v be two interpretations and
suppose that P is a set of atoms� The distance between
w and v wrt P is DIST �w� v� P �

For instance	 the distance between fp� q� r��sg and
fq� s��p��rg wrt fpg is fr� sg�

De�nition � The update of an interpretation w by a

set of interpretations V wrt a set of atoms P 	 written
w�P V 	 is the set of those elements of V whose distance
to w wrt P is ��

De�nition � The update of a set of interpretations

U by a set of interpretations V wrt a set of atoms P 	
written U �P V 	 is given by

U �P V �
�
w�U

w �P V�

In the modi�ed PMA	 the update KB�P � of a knowl�
edge base KB by a formula � wrt a set of atoms P is
identi�ed with the formula corresponding to the set of
interpretations jKB j �P j� j �

Example � continued� To properly deal with
this example	 the atoms p and q should be allowed
to vary� jKB j �fp�qg j� j�

fp�qg �fp�qg ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg�

fp� qg �fp�qg ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg�

ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg� ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg

� ffp��qg� fq��pg� fp� qgg�

ThusKB�fp�qg� is the formula �p��q��q��p��p�q
which is equivalent to p � q�

Example � continued� As before	 the variable
atoms should be p and q� We leave it to the reader
to check that KB �fp�qg � � p � q� �

It should be noted that the MPMA need not preserve
consistency� For instance	 if ATM � fqg	 KB � �q	
� � q and P � �	 then KB �P � � �� However	
as we shall see in the next section	 the consistency
preservation is guaranteed if variable atoms are prop�
erly chosen�

	�� Determining Variable Atoms

In this section we discuss the fundamental question�
how can one provide a mechanism to determine vari�

we provide its syntactic characterization in Section ����
A policy similar to MPMA is mentioned by Winslett�
but rejected as not representing minimal change� MPMA
also re�ects similar minimization policies used in the TL
paradigm as we will show�



able atoms which can be applied automatically and
still guarantee intuitively reasonable conclusions�

Consider a knowledge base KB and an update formula
�� Since � represents e�ects of a performed action	
all atoms occurring in � are potential candidates for
variable atoms� However	 one should be cautious� The
reason is that some atoms from � may be redundant�
For example	 if � is p � �p � q	 then � � p and so q

should not be considered as a variable atom�

Example 	 Suppose that ATM � fp� qg	 KB � �p�
q and � � p� Taking p as the only variable atom	 we
get KB �fpg � � p � q�

Suppose now that we introduce a redundant atom to
�	 replacing � by its equivalent �� � �p� q� �p��q�
Taking p and q as variables	 we obtainKB�fp�qg�� � p�
This result is clearly undesirable�

This is an example of what we call the redundant atom
anomaly� It appears to be a �aw that several for�
malisms ���	 ��	 ���	 based on the use of an Occlusion

or Release predicate	 succumb to� Occlusion and
Release have the role of distinguishing variable �uents
from non�variable �uents� In fact	 it can be shown
that other causal formalisms such as Thielscher ����
su�er from the same �aw when syntactic rules are not
preprocessed to remove redundant atoms� Semantic
approaches toward modeling action e�ect axioms such
as Sandewall ����	 where a full trajectory normal form

�FTNF is generated from a model�theoretic descrip�
tion	 do not su�er from this problem because there
are no redundant atoms in the normal form� On the
other hand	 the claim that the FTNF can be replaced
with a logically equivalent formula does not appear to
be correct for those logics dependent on the use of an
Occlude predicate	 where the choice of occluded �u�
ents is dependent on syntax�

De�nition � Let � be a formula� An atom p occur�
ring in � is said to be redundant for � i� ��p 	 �� �
��p	 ����

As follows from the above de�nition	 an atom is redun�
dant for a formula i� the logical value of the formula
does not depend on the logical value of the atom�

Our choice of variable atoms is to identify them with
the set of non�redundant atoms for the update for�
mula� This poses the question of how these atoms are
to be selected� De�nition � is rather impractical from
the computational point of view� Below	 we present a

�Recall that ��p � �� 	resp� ��p � ��
 is the formula
obtained from � by replacing all occurrences of p by �
	resp� �
�

generally more e�cient method based on the notion of
the Blake canonical form of a formula� Our discussion
follows Brown ����

We start with preliminary terminology�

A term is either �	 �	 or a conjunction of literals in
which no atom appears more than once� A formula is
said to be in disjunctive normal form �DNF	 for short
if it is a disjunction of di�erent terms�� It is well�
known that each formula can be constructively trans�
formed into its equivalent in DNF� We say that a term
t� absorbs a term t� if either t� is �	 or t� is �	 or t�
is a subterm of t�� For instance	 the term p absorbs
the term p � q� Let � be a formula in DNF� We write
ABS�� to denote the formula obtained from � by
deleting all absorbed terms� Clearly	 � and ABS��
are equivalent�

Two terms are said to have an opposition if one of
them contains an atom p and the other the atom �p�
For instance	 the terms �q � r and q � s have a single
opposition	 in the atom q�

Suppose that two terms	 t� and t�	 have exactly one
opposition� Then the consensus of t� and t�	 written
c�t�� t�	 is the term obtained from the conjunction
t� � t� by deleting the opposed atoms as well as any
repeated atoms� For example	 c��q � p� q � r is p � r�

Let � be a formula� The Blake canonical form of �	
written BCF ��	 is the formula obtained from � by
the following construction�

�� Replace � by its disjunctive normal form� Denote
the resulting formula by ��

�� Repeat as long as possible�
If � contains a pair t� and t� of terms whose con�
sensus exists and no term of � is a subformula of
c�t�� t�	 then � �� � � c�t�� t��

�� Take ABS��� This is BCF ���

The following results can be found in Brown ����

Theorem �
�� Formulas � and BCF �� are equivalent�
�� All atoms occurring in BCF �� are non�redundant
for ��

�In the logical literature DNF is often de�ned as a dis�
junction of terms where a term is understood as either ��
or � or any conjunction of literals� Note� however� that we
can always restrict ourselves to terms in which no atom ap�
pears more than once each repeated occurence of an atom
p can be removed from a term� whereas any term including
p and �p can be replaced by ��



Example 
 Let � be ��p�q��p�r��s��p��s��q�
Since � is in disjunctive normal form	 � � �� After
performing step ��	 the result is	

��p�q� �p�r��s� �p��s��q� �r�q��s� ��

Since ABS��� � ��	 the formula �� is the Blake
canonical form of ��

As we noted in the previous section	 the MPMA
need not preserve consistency� However	 if all non�
redundant atoms of the update formula are considered
as variable atoms	 consistency preservation is assured�
In the sequel	 we write atm�� to denote the set of all
atoms occurring in a formula ��

Theorem � For any knowledge base KB �� � and
any formula� �� �	 P � atm�BCF �� impliesKB�P

� �� ��

	�� Syntactic Characterization of the MPMA

In this section	 we present a syntactic characterization
of the MPMA� We start with some terminology�

Let p be an atom and suppose that � is a formula� We
write �p�� to denote the formula ��p	 �����p	 ���
If P � fp�� � � � � png is a set of atoms and � is a formula	
then �P�� stands for �p� 
 
 
 �pn���

A formula of the form �P��	 where P � fp�� � � � � png	
is called an eliminant of fp�� � � � � png in �� Intuitively	
such an eliminant can be viewed as a formula repre�
senting the same knowledge as � about all atoms from
ATM � P and providing no information about the
atoms in P � The reader interested in a detailed theory
of eliminants should consult Brown ����

The following result	 which easily follows from the def�
inition of an eliminant	 provides its semantical charac�
terization�

Theorem 	 Let � be a formula and suppose that P
is a set of atoms� Then j�P�� j�

fu � exists w �j� j such that DIST �w� u�P � �g�

We are now ready to provide a syntactic characteriza�
tion of the MPMA�

Theorem 
 Let KB	 � and P � atm�BCF �� be a
knowledge base	 a formula and a set of atoms	 respec�
tively� Then KB �P � � � � �P�KB�

Theorem � clearly shows how the MPMA works� First	
we select the atoms that may vary their values when
the action corresponding to the update formula � is

performed� Next	 we weaken the knowledge base KB

by eliminating all those variable atoms� Finally	 we
strengthen the knowledge base �P�KB by combining
it with the update formula�

	�	 Computing the MPMA

In view of Theorem �	 all we need to compute the
MPMA is the ability to compute eliminants� The fol�
lowing method can be found in Brown ����

Let � be a formula and suppose that P � fp�� � � � � pkg
is a set of atoms� The eliminant �P�� is the formula
obtained by the following construction�

�� Replace � by its disjunctive normal form t��
 
 
�
tn	 where t�� � � � � tn are terms� Denote the result�
ing formula by ��

�� From each ti �� � i � n	 remove all occurrences
�both positive and negative of p�� � � � � pk� If dur�
ing this process all literals have been removed
from some term ti	 stop and return � as �P���
Otherwise	 return the resulting formula as �P���

Example � Let � � �p� q� ��q � r� We compute
�q��� Converting � into its disjunctive normal form	
we get � � ��p ��q � ��p � r � �q � r� Eliminating
the atom q	 we �nally obtain �p � ��p � r � r which
is equivalent to �p � r�

Example � This is a classical example from
Winslett ����� We have two atoms	 b and m	 standing
for �a book is on the �oor� and �a magazine is on
the �oor�	 respectively� KB � �b � �m � ��b � m�
The update formula � is m� Since � is already in
the Blake canonical form	 the only variable atom is
m� We �rst compute �m�KB� KB is already in
disjunctive normal form� Eliminating all occurrences
of m in KB	 we get b � �b which is equivalent to ��
Hence	 KB �m � is m�� which is equivalent to m� �

	�
 Properties of the MPMA

Katsuno � Mendelzon ���� proposed eight postualtes
which	 as they claimed	 should be satis�ed by each up�
date operator� In this section	 we analyse the MPMA
in the context of these postulates�

Let KB be a knowledge base and suppose that � is an
update formula� In what follows	 we shall write KB��

as an abbreviation for KB �P �	 where P is the set of
all atoms occurring in the Blake canonical form of ��

Katzuno and Mendelzon set up the following postu�
lates�



�� KB � � implies ��

�� If KB implies �	 then KB � � is equivalent to
KB�

�� If both KB and � are satis�able	 then KB � � is
also satis�able�

�� If KB� � KB� and �� � ��	 then KB� � �� �
KB� � ���

�� �KB � �� � �� implies KB � ��� � ���

�� If KB � �� implies �� and KB � �� implies ��	
then KB � �� � KB � ���

�� If KB is complete	 i�e� has at most one model	
then �KB�����KB��� impliesKB��������

�� �KB� �KB� � � � �KB� � � � �KB� � ��

We have already seen �Example � �continued that
postulate �� does not generally hold in MPMA� This
is also the case as regards postulates ��	 �� and ���

To see that �� does not generally hold	 take ATM �
fm� bg	 KB � �m � b	 �� � �b �m and �� � b �m�
�KB������ � ��b�m��b�m � m� On the other
hand	 KB � ��� � �� � KB � m � b � m� Clearly	
m does not imply b �m� We claim that our result is
intuitively plausible� Let us interpret b and m as �a
book is on the table� and �a magazine is on the table�	
respectively� KB states that initially the magazine is
not on the table and the book is on it� �� corresponds
to the action �remove the book from the table or put
the magazine on it �or perform both these subactions
together� It is obvious that the updated knowledge
base should be �b � m� If we take the conjunction
of the new knowledge base and ��	 we will obtain m�
On the other hand	 �� � �� is equivalent to m	 which
means that the action it corresponds to is �put the
magazine on the table�� Now	 if we apply this action
to our original knowledge base	 the updated knowledge
base should be m � b�

It turns out that the following weaker form of postulate
�� holds for MPMA�

Theorem � If atm�BCF ��� � atm�BCF ��� �
��	 then �KB � �� � �� implies KB � ��� � ���

Intuitively	 Theorem � states that postulate �� holds	
provided that the action corresponding to ����� may
vary every atom that can be varied by the action cor�
responding to ���

To see that �� need not hold	 suppose that ATM �
fb�mg	 KB � �b � m	 �� � �b � m and �� � ��

KB � �� � b � m implies ��� Similarly	 KB � �� �
�b �m implies ��� On the other hand	 KB � �� and
KB � �� are not equivalent� We leave it to the reader
to check that the interpretation of the atoms b and m

as �a book is on the table� and �a magazine is on the
table�	 respectively	 makes our result plausible�

The following weaker form of postulate �� holds for
the MPMA�

Theorem � Let atm�BCF ��� � atm�BCF ����
If KB � �� implies �� and KB � �� implies ��	 then
KB � �� � KB � ���

Intuitively	 Theorem � states that postulate �� holds	
provided that the actions corresponding to �� and ��

may vary exactly the same atoms�

To see that �� need not to hold	 suppose that ATM �
fb�m� ng	 KB � m � b � n	 �� � �b � m � n and
�� � �b � �m � n� It is easily veri�ed that �KB �

�� � �KB � �� � �� � �� which is equivalent to n�
On the other hand	 �� ��� reduces to b�n	 when the
redundant atom m is eliminated� So	 KB � ��� � ��
is equivalent to �b�n�m which is not a consequence
of n� We leave it to the reader to check that our result
is plausible if the atoms b	 m and n are interpreted as
�a book is on the table�	 �a magazine is on the table�
and �a newspaper is on the table�	 respectively�

The following version of postulate �� holds for the
MPMA�

Theorem � If atm�BCF ��� � atm�BCF ��� ���
and atm�BCF ��� � atm�BCF ������	 then �KB�

�� � �KB � �� implies KB � ��� � ����

Intuitively	 Theorem � says that postulate �� holds	
provided that the set of variable atoms of the action
corresponding to �� and the set of variable atoms of
the action corresponding to �� are both subsets of the
set of variable atoms of the action corresponding to
�� � ���

The remaining postulates of Katsuno � Mendelzon
hold for the MPMA�

Theorem � The MPMA satis�es postulates ��	 ���
�� and ���

� A Simple Temporal Logic

Since our primary concern in this section is to com�
pare the knowledge�base update and temporal logic

�The assumption that KB is complete is not necessary
here�



approaches to reasoning about action and change	 we
will only be concerned with action scenarios speci�ed
in terms of an initial state description S	 a formula
� describing an e�ect of an action executed in S and
a resulting state description S�� This will correlate
with an initial KB	 an update formula � added to the
KB	 and the resulting KB� The above restrictions al�
low us to work with a very simple pseudo�temporal
logic	 referred to as STL� Actually	 STL is the classical
propositional logic which simulates a fragment of the
�st�order temporal logic in Doherty ��	 ���	 restricted
to two time�points�


�� The Language Lstl

Given the language Lpma	 based on a set of atoms
ATM 	 we de�ne the language Lstl as that of classical
propositional logic over ATMstl	 where

ATMstl � fpI � p � ATMg �

fpR � p � ATMg � fOp � p � ATMg�

In other words	 in the language Lstl	 each atom p �
ATM is replaced by two copies pI and pR� In addition	
for each atom p � ATM 	 we introduce an auxiliary
atom Op� Intuitively	 pI and pR represent the values
of p in the initial state and in the resulting state	 re�
spectively� The atom Op informally states that p is
occluded	 where occlusion plays the role of releasing an
atom from keeping its value persistent from the initial
state to the �nal state�

By an I�formula �resp� R�formula we mean any for�
mula constructable using the atoms of the form pI

�resp� pR� For any formula � � Lpma	 we write �I

�resp� �R to denote the result of replacing each atom
symbol p in � by pI �resp� pR�

The following straightforward result will be useful�

Proposition � For any � � Lpma and any � � Lpma	
� j� � i� �R j� �R	 where j� denotes the entailment
relation of classical propositional logic�

Let � be an R�formula and suppose that pR� � � � � � p
R
n

are all the atoms occurring in �� We write Occlude��
as an abbreviation for Op� � 
 
 
 � Opn �


�� Action Scenarios

Action scenarios	 or narratives	 are often used in the
TL paradigm to represent sequences of action occur�
rences and observations together with a set of timing
constraints which provide a partial or total order on
the action occurrences� One then proposes an entail�
ment policy	 views the narrative as a theory and de�
duces facts about the narrative� Below	 we provide

a lightweight version of scenarios appropriate for our
two state sequences�

De�nition � STL State Description� An
initial state description is any I�formula�

De�nition � STL Action Description� An ac�

tion description is the conjunction � � Occlude��	
where � is any R�formula�

De�nition 	 Action Scenario� An action sce�

nario A is the conjunction �� �	 where � is an initial
state description and � is an action description�


�	 The Minimization Policy

The minimization policy for STL is based on the
PMON policy introduced by Sandewall ���� and in�
vestigated and extended in Doherty et al� ��	 �	 ����

A nochange axiom	 written NCA	 is the conjunction

�
p�ATM

�Op � �pI � pR�

Intuitively	 the nochange axiom states that the value of
each non�occluded atom persists from the initial state
to the resulting state�

Given the language Lstl	 we write OCC to denote the
set of all atoms of the form Op�

We are now ready to state the minimization policy�
Given an action scenario A we will use the following
�ltered preferential entailment policy�

NCA � Circ�A OCC��

where Circ�! P � represents the standard second�order
circumscription axiom which minimizes the predicates
P relative to the �nite formula !� In other words	
we minimize the atoms of the form Op relative to
the action description conjoined with the initial state
description	 and then �lter with the nochange axiom
NCA� Since the predicates we minimize are actually ��
ary ones	 Circ�A OCC� is reducible to propositional
logic� Consequently	 any e�cient decision procedure
for classical propositional logic will su�ce for comput�
ing preferential entailment�

De�nition 
 Preferential Entailment� Let A be
an action scenario and suppose that � � Lstl� We say
that � is preferentially entailed fromA in STL	 written
Aj�stl�	 i� NCA�CIRC�A OCC� j� �	 where j� de�
notes the entailment relation of classical propositional
logic�



� Reformulating the MPMA in STL

In this section	 we provide a reformulation of the
MPMA in terms of STL�

De�nition � Let KB � Lpma and � � Lpma be a
knowledge base and an update formula	 respectively�
An action scenario A corresponding to KB and � is
given by

A � KBI � �R �Occlude���

Example � Suppose that KB � p and � � p � q�
The action scenario corresponding to KB and � is
pI � �pR � qR � Op � Oq �

��� Proving Equivalence between MPMA
and STL

Theorem � Assume that the language Lpma is based
on a set of atoms ATM � Let KB � Lpma and � �
Lpma be a knowledge base and an update formula	
respectively� Suppose that � is in Blake canonical form
and let P be the set of all atoms from ATM occurring
in �� If A is an action scenario corresponding to KB

and �	 then for any formula � � Lpma

KB �P � j� � i� Aj�stl �
R�

��� The Decision Procedure for MPMA

Theorem � provides the basis for a simple decision pro�
cedure for computing the MPMA using STL��

Let Lpma and Lstl be the languages used to describe
knowledge base update and action scenario queries	
respectively� Given an MPMA update query

KB �P � j� ��

where KB and � are formulas in Lpma and � is in
Blake canonical form	 we �rst translate the update
KB � � into a corresponding action scenario A	 and
we translate the query � in Lpma into its correlate ��

in Lstl� We then solve the equivalent problem

NCA � CIRC�A OCC� j� ��

using a decision procedure for classical propositional
logic�

Example � Let ATM � fp� qg	 KB � p � q and
� � �q� We use Theorem � to show that p is entailed

�For an on�line implementation of a restricted �rst�
order version of STL� called TAL 	Temporal Action Logic
�
see http���www�anton�ida�liu�se�vital�vital�html�

by KB�fqg�� An action scenario corresponding to KB

and � is A � pI � qI � �qR � Oq � It is easily checked
that CIRC�A� OCC� � pI�qI��qR�Oq��Op and so
NCA�CIRC�A� OCC� � pI � qI ��qR �Oq ��Op �
�pI � pR� Since NCA � CIRC�A� OCC� j� pR	 we
conclude that KB �fqg � j� p�

� The MPMA and Integrity

Constraints

In this section	 we provide a means of extending the
MPMA operator for integrity constraints� To deal
with integrity constraints in the framework of the
classical PMA	 it has been proposed in Katsuno �
Mendelzon ���� that one de�ne such an extension by
KB� �A�IC	 where � denotes the classical PMA op�
erator and IC is the conjunction of the set of integrity
constraints under consideration� Unfortunately	 as has
been observed by many researchers �see for instance
Herzig ����	 this solution is very problematic� To show
this	 we use a classical example in Herzig ����	 origi�
nally due to Lifschitz �����

Example � There are three atoms sw�	 sw� and l

standing for �switch � is up�	 �switch � is up� and
�light is on�	 respectively� The integrity constraint
IC � l � �sw� � sw�� We would like to update
the database KB � l � sw� � sw� with the update
formula � � �sw�� It is well known that describing
the problem with the classical PMA as

KB � �� � IC�

will not provide intuitive results� The new knowl�
edge base has two models	 w� and w�	 given by
f�sw���l� sw�g and f�sw�� l��sw�g	 respectively�
The model w� is obviously an unintended one�

It is interesting to note that using this solution	 but
replacing the PMA with the MPMA	 gives the same
two models�

The problem which is well understood by now is that
integrity constraints must include �uent dependency
information in one form or another� In this paper	 we
shall employ causal rules as described in Gustafsson �
Doherty ����� These are expressions of the form

�� � ��

where � and � are formulas	 referred to as an antede�

cent and a consequent of the rule	 respectively� A rule
of the form �� has the following intuitive interpreta�
tion�

�� The formula � � � holds in both the initial and
the updated knowledge base�



�� If �� held in the initial knowledge base and �

holds in the updated knowledge base	 then there
is a cause for � to hold in the updated knowledge
base��

Recall that in the MPMA we minimize change	 ex�
cluding from the minimization the atoms occurring in
the update formula� In the MPMA with integrity con�
straints we	 in addition	 exclude from the minimiza�
tion the atoms occurring in the consequents of active
causal rules	 where a rule is said to be active i� its
antedecent changed its truth�value from False to True

during the update�

Example � continued� To encode causal informa�
tion contained in IC	 we introduce two rules� �sw� �
sw� � l and ��sw� � sw� � �l� Suppose we
want to check whether w� � f�sw���l� sw�g should
be considered as a model of KB updated by �sw� un�
der the integrity constraints IC and the above causal
rules� Denote by u the only model of KB � IC �
��sw� � sw� � l� � ���sw� � sw� � �l�	 i�e�
u � fl� sw�� sw�g�� Note that the antecedent of the
rule ��sw� � sw� � �l has changed its value from
False to True during the update� Therefore	 we are
allowed to ignore the atom l while minimizing change�
The atom sw� is also ignored since it occurs in the up�
date formula� On the other hand	 the atom sw� has
the same value in both u and w�� Accordingly	 w� is to
be viewed as an intended model of the considered up�
date� Consider now the model w� � f�sw�� l��sw�g�
It is readily checked that we are allowed to ignore sw�
and l while minimizing change� However	 the mod�
els u and w� still di�er in the atom sw�� Acordingly	
w� should not be viewed as the intended model of the
considered update�

We now formalize the above idea�

De�nition � A causal rule �� � is said to be active

wrt a pair of interpretations hw� vi i� the truth�values
of � in w and u are False and True	 respectively�

De�nition � Let w and u be two interpretations and
suppose that � is a formula in Blake canonical form�
Assume further that CR � f�i � �ig is a set of causal

�That is� if �� held in the initial knowledge base and
� holds in the updated knowledge base� we are allowed to
change the values of atoms occurring in � to guarantee that
this formula holds in the updated knowledge base�

�If KB is a knowledge base� IC is a formula repre�
senting integrity constraints and the set of causal rules is
�ni��f�i � �ig� then the original knowledge base should be
considered not as KB� but rather as KB�IC�

V
n

i��
	�i �

�i
�

rules such that all �i"s are in Blake canonical form� Let
P be a set of atoms given by P �

atm�� �
�
fatm��i � �i � �i is active wrt hw� uig�

The distance between w and u wrt � and CR is
DIST �w� u� P �

De�nition � Let � and CR be as in De�nition ��
The update of an interpretation w by a set of interpre�

tations V wrt � and CR	 written w ���CR V 	 is the set
of those elements from V whose distance wrt � and
CR is ��

De�nition � Let � and CR be as in De�nition ��
Let KB be a knowledge base and suppose that IC

is a formula representing integrity constraints� Let U
be the set of all models of KB � IC � T �CR	 where
T �CR denotes the formula

Vn
i����i � �i and let V

be the set of all models of ��IC�T �CR� The update
of KB by � wrt IC and CR	 written KB �IC�CR �	 is
given by

KB �IC�CR � �
�

w�KB�IC�T 	CR


w ���CR V�

��� STL and Integrity Constraints

To represent the MPMA with integrity constraints in
STL	 we �rst slightly generalize the notion of an action
scenario�

Let CR � f�i � �i � i � �� � � � � ng be a set of causal
rules� We write Trans�CR to denote the formula

n�
i��

��Ii � �Ii  �
n�
i��

��Ri � �Ri �

n�
i��

���Ii � �
R
i � Occlude��i�

De�nition �� An action scenario under integrity

constraints IC and a set of causal rules CR is the con�
junction ICI�ICR�Trans�CR����	 where � is an
initial state description and � is an action description�

De�nition �� Let KB	 �	 IC and CR be a knowl�
edge base	 an update formula	 a formula represent�
ing integrity constraints and a set of causal rules	
respectively� An action scenario A corresponding to
KB��� IC and CR is given by

A � KBI�ICI��R�Occlude���ICR�Trans�CR�



Theorem �� Let KB	 �	 IC and CR be a knowledge
base	 an update formula	 a formula representing the
set of integrity constraints and a set of causal rules	
respectively� Suppose that � and all consequents of
causal rules are in Blake canonical form� If A is an
action scenario corresponding to KB��� IC and CR	
then for any formula � � Lpma

KB �IC�CR � j� � i� Aj�stl �
R�

Practically	 the theorem shows that we have pro�
vided an alternative syntactic characterization and im�
plementation of MPMA with integrity constraints in
terms of STL� Since STL is a very restricted version
of a richer temporal logic TAL ��	 ���	 it would be
straightforward to provide additional generalizations
to MPMA	 based on intuitions from TAL�

	 Comparisons with Existing Work

In this section	 we compare our approach with that
of Herzig ����	 whose work is most closely related to
ours� Additional comparisons and observations are
made with del Val and Shoham ���� and Sandewall ����
in Doherty et al� ����

��� Herzig

Herzig ���� provides a sound and complete decision
procedure for the PMA by constructing an equivalent
presentation of the PMA in terms of conditional logic��

A syntactic characterization of an update w � U of
an interpretation w by a set of interpretations U is
provided in terms of a conditional operator � where
A � C is read as a hypothetical update� �if the current
database is updated with A then C follows�� Herzig
proves the following proposition�

Proposition � Herzig ����� Let KB� A and C be

classical� Then KB � A j� C i� KB j� A � C�

Herzig then shows how the conditional A � C can be
rewritten to a classical formula using normal forming
which together with the proposition above provides the
decision procedure�

In Section � of his paper	 Herzig sketches how one
might deal with integrity constraints by introducing a
new update operator which after careful analysis can
be shown to be quite similar in spirit to the MPMA
operator presented in this paper� Although similar in

	A relationship between the PMA and conditionals has
also been studied in Fari�nas del Cerro et al� ��� �� �� and
Grahne �����

concept	 Herzig"s decision procedure is still based on
translating update queries into conditionals and then
translating via normal forming to a classical formula�
In addition	 instead of computing one PMA update	
he is forced to compute �n classical PMA updates per
query	 where n is the number of atoms dependent on
any of the atoms in the update formula�

To show the relation between the MPMA update op�
erator �P and Herzig"s new update operator	 written
�IC�DEP 	 we will use Example � which is also used in
Herzig ����	 but with the atoms renamed�

In addition to the integrity constraint IC	 one must
also include �uent dependency information in one form
or another� Herzig does this in the following manner�
He �rst speci�es a dependency function	 DEP 	 from
atoms to sets of atoms such that p � DEP �p	 for each
atom p� In addition	DEP �p may contain atoms other
than p� Intuitively	 q � DEP �p means that updates
concerning p may change the truth�value of q� For a
formula A	 DEP �A stands for

S
�p�atm	A
DEP �p�

In the example	 DEP �l � fl� sw�� sw�g	
DEP �sw� � fsw�� lg	 and DEP �sw� � fsw�� lg�
The dependence function DEP encodes the change
dependency inherent in a causal reading of IC and
represents a �uent dependency graph�

An update operator �IC�DEP under a set of integrity
constraints IC and a dependence function DEP is
then de�ned by

KB �IC�DEP A �

�
� �
B�CTX	A


�KB � B

�
A � IC � A

where � is the classical PMA operator and CTX�A
is fl� � 
 
 
 � ln � li � pi or li � �pig if DEP �A �
fp�� � � � � png� So	 for example	 if A � �sw�
and the function DEP is as speci�ed above where
DEP �sw� � fsw�� lg	 then

CTX�sw� � fsw�� l� sw���l��sw�� l��sw���lg�

This means that if the cardinality of DEP �� is n then
the cardinality of CTX�� is �n�

The role of CTX�A is central to the approach and
essentially does the job that the set P of atoms in the
MPMA operator �P does together with the eliminant
�P�KB	 or that the OCC atoms together with the
NCA axiom plays in the translation to STL� Taking
the disjunction of PMA updates of KB with each of
the formulas in CTX�sw�	 has the e�ect of generating
the same models as one would with the eliminant of
KB where P � fsw�� lg� It can easily be shown that

KB �IC�DEP �sw� � KB �IC�CR �sw��



where	
KB � l � sw� � sw��

IC � �sw� � sw� � l�

and

CR � f��sw� � sw� � l��

���sw� � sw� � �l�g�

or the translation into STL where	

A � KBI � ICI � ICR ��sw�R �Osw� �Trans�CR�

The advantage of using the latter is that the decision
procedure is much more e�cient and that the depen�
dency information included in DEP is implicit in the
expansion of the abbreviation ��

Herzig"s new update operator can be also used for the
empty set of integrity constants by putting IC � �� It
turns out	 that the operator ���DEP is just the MPMA
operator	 with the set of variable atoms identi�ed with
the set of all the atoms occurring in the update for�
mula�� More precisely�

Theorem �� For each KB and A

KB ���DEP A � KB �P �A

where P � atm�A�


 Discussion

We have demonstrated the bene�ts of applying in�
tuitions derived from research on action and change
in the temporal reasoning community to the BR�U
paradigm� The result is a generalization of the PMA
to MPMA which handles disjunctive updates and in�
tegrity constraints interpreted as causal constraints�
We have provided a number of syntactic characteriza�
tions of the MPMA and shown how an MPMA query
can be mapped into a query of a temporal narrative
represented in STL	 a simple temporal logic for reason�
ing about action and change� Since STL is the proposi�
tional fragment of a highly expressive �st�order tempo�
ral logic	 it should be straightforward to generalize the
results described here to the �st�order case	 where it
has already been shown that the circumscription for�
mula associated with the minimization policy in the
full �rst�order version of STL is reducible to a �rst�
order formula� An additional generalization would in�
clude the modeling of iterated belief update in MPMA


This means that Herzig�s new update operator does not
distinguish between redundant and non�redundant atoms
occurring in the update formula� In consequence� it is syn�
tax dependent and may lead to counterintuitive results 	see
Example �
�

in terms of narratives with more than two timepoints�
Because the minimization policy associated with STL
is similar to many other current approaches using tem�
poral logics	 we also believe that additional general�
izations to the BR�U paradigm such as distinguishing
between observations and action e�ects	 or concurrent
update can be added to MPMA or at least fully un�
derstood in this context�
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